LET’S RESTART AFRICA NOW!
WELCOME TO THE BOOK OF AFRICAN REFLECTION..
I AM RAFAEL DOMINGOS, AFRICAN BY NATIONALITY...

WELCOME TO MY MANIFESTO, LET’S START OUR REFLECTION
WHY AM I RUNNING FOR THIS POST?

Honestly, I never thought of running for any position for the SRC, imagine president! I would like to say that is still a mystery the reasons that make me run for that position, but looking at the problems of Africa, I am not so sure about that mystery, because the problems of Africa are not mystery, we need to do something, we have no doubt about that!
WHAT DOES SRC HAVE TO DO WITH AFRICA’S PROBLEMS?

The problems of Africa are identified, we know them and we have the responsibility to solve them. As students’ representative we have the solution of the problems of Africa, because we have with us different specialists for the problems of Africa. I think tat more than representing Africa University or dealing with the problems of students here, we have to look at the problems of Africa.
MORE THAN A UNIVERSITY, A SMALL AFRICAN UNION

Here at Africa University we have got many African countries, so we have to look at this place as the best place restart Africa, more than a simple university, but as small African Union, actually not a small union, because Africa is and young people we find here, it is time to make ambassadors.
WHAT ABOUT AFRICA?

Some years ago (2018), when I was studying Intensive English, it was the first time I have voted, but the person who came to me was someone telling me that if we would not vote a national student would win and we would suffer. Now in the program, we face the same thing, we find the argument, the problem between “National and International” today it is part of my fighting...
My fighting today is to break this rock, to show people that more than fighting among ourselves we have to join our strengths and put ideas together in order to provide rights for everyone.

I know you want to have an “international or national student” on the power, you want to see your country mate there, but what about Africa?
WHAT ABOUT AFRICA?

You think about your country, that is not bad, but who will think about Africa?

Thinking about your country it is not a bad idea, it is a bad idea when you think only about your country, when your country it is above Africa, when you marginalize other people from Africa only because of nationality, I have “heard some people saying that Zimbabweans think any international should not be on power. This is my fighting, reflection.
UBUNTU

I am because you are national,
I am because you are international,
I am because you are my country mate,
I am because you are Zimbabwean,
I am because you are Congolese,
I am because you are East Africa, etc
Do we see how we are thinking nowadays?
COMMON AFRICAN LANGUAGE

We have heard and we are told that AU it is a panafricanist university, but I do have a question:

Besides the fact that we are coming from different countries of Africa, what makes AU a panafricanist university?

We don’t have a common culture or language, but why?

We want to promote an African language among us.
OUR OPINION MATTERS

Have you ever realized that your opinion does not matter?

It seems like we do not have platform to speak our mind and when we get the chance to speak it seems like they just ignore your ideas.

It seems like they don’t care about our opinions.

The time of being speechless it is over, we want to stand for until the last consequences!
WE THINK AFRICA

Why SRC does not rise problems to find solutions provided by the students themselves?

I think to create a program called “African Table” where we include people from different program, lectures as well as will be involved, we have to be known because of our thoughts, for we are unknown in terms of thinking, lectures or students we do not have people known because of ideas beside our walls.
Do you have a dream?” have you ever been asked by someone from our school board or SRC if have a dream?

I think that roughly, 80% of students here at AU are not studying what they would like to, some of them are here because of their parents or other opportunities that say “study it or we will stop supporting you or your projects” we want to give life to your dreams again and bring out this valley of dream from the fantasy or paper.
WE ARE HERE TO SUPPORT YOU, WE WANT TO PROMOTE YOU!

I know that among our students we have a lot of inventors, people full of dreams, singers, actors/actress, writers, dancers, etc. We want to promote weekly, biweekly and monthly contests entitled to prizes.

We want to promote literature, to show you who are our the singers, we want to make our university know because of what we do, can you imagine a movie made at AU? Drama Club and all the artist, we can do it!
KIXILA: DOMESTIC CREDIT

Kixila: from an African language, Kimbundu. Kixila it is a kind of investment, you and other people apply some money and among you one gets the sum. With this project we want to support you in order to help people buying something, weekly meal card, a fly ticket to go home or bus tick. We have project as well as of promoting prices at tuck-shop during the weekend. We want to stand for you.
ABOUT WOMEN

I believe that women have the power to change things, men have tried to take control of the world being the head of the nations, but look at history of the world, blood upon blood, among mankind without God, the one who can bring solution to the problems of societies it is the woman, because they know the price of life better than man. For the problems of national and international I believe that woman can help to fix it.
VOTE FOR
RAFAEL DOMINGOS
TO BE THE PRESIDENT

2021 SRC ELECTIONS
AFRICA UNIVERSITY

It is time to choose a good leader for today, tomorrow and the future.

LET'S VOTE
# Our Opinion Matters
# I am here to serve or Lead
# To support each other

With Order and Discipline, we can make AU a great University
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